The authors assess the equivalence of 2 assays and put forward a general approach for assay agreement analysis that can be applied during drug discovery. Data sets generated by different assays are routinely compared to each other during the process of drug discovery. For a given target, the assays used for high-throughput screening and structure-activity relationship studies will most likely differ in their assay reagents, assay conditions, and/or detection technology, which makes the interpretation of data between assays difficult, particularly as most assays are used to measure quantitative changes in compound potency against the target. To better quantify the relationship of data sets from different assays for the same target, the authors evaluated the agreement between results generated by 2 different assays that measure the activity of compounds against the same protein, ALK5. The authors show that the agreement between data sets can be quantified using correlation and Bland-Altman plots, and the precision of the assays can be used to define the expectations of agreement between 2 assays. They propose a scheme for addressing issues of assay data equivalence, which can be applied to address questions of how data sets compare during the lead identification and lead optimization processes in which assays are frequently added and changed. (Journal of Biomolecular Screening 2005:508-516) 
INTRODUCTION
H IGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENING (HTS), a major component of lead identification, has led to the incorporation of numerous different assay technologies into the drug discovery process. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Thus, in recent years, a wide array of different assay technologies has become available for use in characterizing the potency and selectivity of compounds against a given drug target. Cost reduction, throughput for sample testing, ease of automation, reduction of reagent consumption, and activity of drug targets are examples of key considerations in designing assays. Typically, several assays using different methodologies and/or detection technologies may be developed for a given target and used during different stages of the lead identification and lead optimization processes to find and characterize small molecules of interest.
There are several challenges intrinsic to small molecule structureactivity relationship (SAR) studies that can trigger the need to change to a different assay during lead optimization. Reagents and equipment used in HTS during an initial lead identification effort might not be available for the lead optimization effort. New information about a target might become available that warrants different assay conditions. New reagents such as detection antibodies or a stable cell line might become available that allow for the development of an assay with improved sensitivity, throughput, or performance. During lead optimization, as compound potency is improved, an assay used to drive SAR studies might no longer be useful as compounds are identified with potency values beyond the lower detection limit of the assay. A compound series of interest might have a chemical structure that interferes with a given detection technology (such as chemical or color quenching), rendering the assay format to be unreliable for potency measurements. In all cases, a new assay will be used to characterize compounds. Essentially, as new challenges are identified during lead optimization, new assays are developed and implemented to measure compound activity and understand SAR.
During SAR studies, assays are used primarily to measure potency of a test compound against a target. Typically, assay results are IC 50 or K i values, and the data are used to characterize the potency of a given compound relative to other compounds. When an assay used for SAR is modified or replaced, the question arises as to how the new assay results can be used relative to results generated by the original assay. It is important to determine whether a new assay for SAR is able to measure potency information about compounds as the original assay without observing a loss of infor-mation. In transitioning from one assay to another for SAR, it is important to show that assay results (K i and IC 50 values) for test compounds can be used interchangeably between assays or that a suitable multiplier can be identified to integrate data generated by the 2 assays into a single data set for SAR studies.
A change in assays can impede the course of lead optimization due to the generation of conflicting results from different assays and subsequent ambiguity in the interpretation of the assay results. It has been reported that different assay technologies used in HTS have revealed different active compounds. 7, 8 These reports suggest that the detection technology used in an assay can affect the activity measured for a given compound. Interference by the detection technology on the assay measurement can be problematic for SAR studies, in which each compound being tested has been designed to test a structure-activity hypothesis. In addition, IC 50 values (the most commonly used measurements of compound potency in SAR studies) provide only a relative measure of the potency of a compound under specific experimental conditions. If the assay is changed, even in a relatively minor way, the IC 50 value for a given compound can be significantly affected. 9 Therefore, when a new assay is developed with the intention to replace an existing assay and the assay results from both assay formats are expected to be equivalent, it is important to evaluate the level of agreement between the 2 assays.
Given the prevalence of assay changes during drug discovery, several methods are already used to assess the agreement between data sets generated by 2 different assays. Bland and Altman introduced a statistical method for evaluating the level of agreement between different clinical measurement methods. 10, 11 Hubert et al recently used the Bland and Altman method to analyze the equivalence of 2 assay data sets. 12 A commonly used approach for assessing data sets generated by 2 different assays is correlation analysis. Typically, data sets generated by 2 different assays are visualized using a correlation plot, and the relationship between the 2 data sets is defined by the line of best fit and coefficient of determination (r 2 ). 7, 8 If the relationship is linear (r 2 = 1), the data sets are said to agree with each other. However, this approach has been shown to be insufficient for agreement analysis between 2 data sets. 10 This is largely due to the frequent and often inappropriate interchangeable use of the terms agreement and correlation. In the context of defining the relationship between 2 assays, we use the following definitions for the terms agreement and correlation. Results from 2 assays are said to agree when they have numerically equivalent results within the precision of the assays over the entire range of potencies tested, such that one assay measurement can replace the other without loss of information. Results from 2 assays are said to correlate when assay measurements are in proportion to each other. The criterion for stating that 2 data sets agree with each other is thus more stringent than establishing a correlation between the data sets. Current methods for evaluating assay agreement also do not address the intrinsic variation of results obtained by each assay. The variability in measurements obtained by each assay, that is, the precision of each assay, is critical in assessing agreement be-tween data sets from different assays. We apply the definitions discussed above for agreement, correlation, and precision in assessing the agreement in data sets from 2 assays for the application of SAR studies.
We addressed questions about assay agreement using as a model system data sets generated from 2 assays developed during lead optimization and used to generate SAR information on small molecule inhibitors of activin-like kinase 5 (ALK5). We chose a kinase as a model system because this family of proteins is commonly targeted by the drug industry, and there are numerous different assay technologies available and used for measuring kinase activity. Consequently, when targeting a kinase for drug discovery, several assays are usually developed against the target as well as against related kinases. Assay results are frequently compared between different assays against the same kinase target. Thus, we chose to focus our efforts on understanding assay agreement on 2 different kinase assays that target the same kinase, ALK5.
To establish whether the data sets generated by the ALK5 assays are in agreement for SAR studies, the following questions were asked: 1) Do the 2 assays in the agreement analysis measure the same mechanism of action of the target? It may not be reasonable to expect the data from both assays to agree if the mechanism of action being measured differs between the assays. 2) Are the results from one assay format proportional to those produced by the other with reasonable variation? This question was addressed using a correlation plot. 3) Are the results interchangeable such that results from one assay can be converted into the other by a constant factor? This question was addressed using a Bland-Altman plot. 4) What is the precision of each assay and how does the precision affect interpretation of the agreement between the data sets? This question was also addressed using a Bland-Altman plot. The steps taken to address assay agreement using our model system are outlined in Figure 1 .
We show that the Bland-Altman method is a powerful tool for evaluating assay agreement in the context of SAR measurements. We define the necessary criteria to assess the equivalence of 2 assays and describe an approach that can be applied to assays being used in lead optimization for SAR. We propose this scheme as a general and practical approach for assay agreement analysis in drug discovery.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

ALK5 assays for SAR
Assay I is a kinase activity assay measuring autophosphorylation of ALK5 in 96-well Nickel FlashPlates (Perkin Elmer/NEN, SMP107). A total of 100 nM His-tagged ALK5 was captured onto wells of Nickel FlashPlate, and the phosphorylation reaction occurred in the presence of 10 µM ATP, 0.5 µCi 33 P-ATP in assay buffer (50 mM Hepes, pH 7, 60 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM DTT, 5 mM MnCl 2 , 1% DMSO). Test compounds were diluted into assay buffer, and IC 50 measurements Assay Agreement Analysis were performed as 10-point curves in which each point was tested in duplicate wells of a 96-well plate. IC 50 curves were fit with GraphPad Prism ® (version 3.02) curve-fitting software using a 4parameter logistics model. Because true K m cannot be measured in an autophosphorylation reaction, affinity measurements of test compounds were reported as IC 50 values.
Assay II is a binding assay measuring the binding of a 3 H-ligand to ALK5 in 96-well Nickel FlashPlate. A total of 5 nM His-tagged ALK5 was captured onto wells of Nickel FlashPlate, and binding of 50 nM 3 H-ligand (special order from Perkin Elmer/NEN) occurred in the same assay buffer used for assay I. IC 50 measurements were performed as described for assay I. IC 50 values were converted to K i based on the Cheng-Prusoff equation. 13 Affinity measurements of test compounds were reported as K i values.
Criteria for data sets for assay agreement analysis
Potency measurements (IC 50 and K i values) used for the agreement study met the following criteria: 1) values were within dynamic range of the each assay (0.05-10 µM), 2) the slope obtained when curve fitting of potency measurements was 1 ± 0.3 with R 2 from nonlinear regression ≥0.85, 3) the curve was fit such that the top of the curve floated (100% activity ±20%) and the bottom of the curve was fixed to 0% activity, and 4) compounds tested were soluble in each assay. Compounds were excluded from the study if there were any visible signs of precipitation under assay conditions. IC 50 or K i measurements performed in the presence of compound precipitation were considered to be unreliable. The plots and statistical analysis were performed with GraphPad Prism ® . Z′ factors for each assay were determined, and a Z′ factor >0.5 was defined as acceptable for an assay to be used in compound testing. 14 IC 50 or K i values were transformed into log scale prior to data analysis.
Precision study
For the precision analysis, 3 different small molecule inhibitors were tested independently in assay I and assay II at least 5 times. IC 50 values were obtained for assay I, and K i values were obtained for assay II. Assay results were transformed to log scale prior to data analysis of precision.
The standard deviation (SD) of IC 50 or K i values for each compound was calculated based on the 5 independent measurements. A pooled standard deviation (SD pooled ) for SD assayI or SD assayII was 
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FIG. 1.
General scheme for assay agreement analysis between 2 assays during lead optimization. SAR = structure-activity relationship.
used to normalize the variation between SD measurements of compounds:
where n 1 to n k were the number of measurements performed for each compound and s 1 to s k were the SDs of each compound. In assessing agreement between assays, the combined variance of the 2 assays, SD agreement (SD agree ), was determined by the following 15 :
Assay agreement analysis
The transformed data from assay I and assay II were used for a scatter plot and a Bland-Altman plot. First, the data set was viewed as a scatter plot in which one set of assay results was plotted against the other on a log-log scale. Second, the data set was also graphed as a Bland-Altman plot: The mean of results from the 2 assays was plotted as a function of the difference of results from the 2 assays. Two standard deviations of the 2 assays (SD agree ) were defined as the acceptable boundary range 11 and were incorporated into the Bland-Altman plot to visualize the acceptable variation for the agreement.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Assay performance and assay precision study
The variability of results from assay I and assay II was characterized by calculating Z′ factors for each assay and determining the precision of potency measurements (IC 50 or K i values) by each assay. Assays with Z′ factors >0.5 are considered to be of sufficient performance for lead discovery in HTS. 14 The Z′ factor value was 0.84 for assay I and 0.88 for assay II, and both assays were considered to be of high performance and suitable for SAR measurements (Table 1) .
To further evaluate assay performance, the ability of each assay to reproducibly measure the potency of a given test compound was determined by performing replicate potency measurements (IC 50 or K i value) for a set of test compounds (Table 1 ). Three compounds were selected 1) within the range of the assays and 2) an even distribution across the potency range of the assays. Each compound was tested in 5 independent measurements to ensure obtaining a statistically valid sample size. For SAR studies, 2 or 3 SDs from the mean value, which represents 95% or 99% confidence in the measured value, is used in the pharmaceutical industry as the acceptable boundary range for data variability. We chose to proceed with 2 SDs as the upper and lower limit of agreement for our study. Representative data obtained from the precision study of one compound are shown in Figure 2 .
Poor precision in 1 or both assays is indicative of a large degree of random error and will lead to poor agreement between the 2 assays. Consequently, a measurement of the precision of the 2 assays was key to defining the agreement between them. Gaihede and Marker 15 introduced the term SD agree to measure the combined variation of 2 tympanometers. The same approach was adopted to measure the combined variation of differences between assay I and assay II. This parameter (equation 2) is calculated as SD agree = (SD 2 assayI + SD Assay I and assay II were shown to have good precision, with SD pooled = 0.18 for assay I and 0.27 for assay II (Table 1) . Therefore, SD agree for assay I and assay II = 0.32. Both assay I and assay II had good precision as shown by SD pooled . If either assay performed poorly, either with low Z′ values and/or low precision when testing compounds for SAR, this would be reflected by the SD agree obtained. This in turn would impede obtaining good agreement between the assays to guide SAR. We proceeded to the assay agreement analysis because 1) high assay performance was indicated by the high Z′ factors, 2) good reproducibility of potency values was obtained (Table 1) , and 3) an acceptable SD agree was obtained for assay I and assay II.
Correlation plot and Bland-Altman plot
Assays used for SAR (K i and IC 50 values) generate result values over several log units, with potency values typically ranging from 0.001 to 100 µM. The differences between 2 assay measurements will vary in a systematic manner over the potency range of the data set being considered. When considering a data set containing a range of potency values, the difference between measurements for very potent compounds (nM) will be relatively small when compared to the difference between measurements of relatively inactive compounds (µM). The differences in values obtained are proportional to the mean and not a normal distribution around the means of the difference. In graphical analysis, the assumption is that distribution of differences is normal around the mean. Therefore, using K i or IC 50 values directly for a Bland-Altman plot will generate a plot with small variations in the potent range of measurements and large variations in the less potent range of measurements. A logarithmic transformation of the data will generate a normal distribution of difference around the mean of the data. Thus, for data sets such as those generated by SAR studies, logarithmic transformation was performed prior to visualization of data sets for an agreement study. Correlation analysis is a widely used methodology in the drug discovery community when assessing assay agreement. A correlation plot allows for easy visualization of the relationship between 2 data sets. Typically, a line of best fit to the data set is generated, and a correlation coefficient, r 2 , is used to quantify the relationship between data sets. As previously discussed by Altman and Bland, 10 correlation analysis is complementary to an agreement analysis but does not actually quantify the level of agreement between 2 assays. The correlation observed between data sets is dependent on the sample size being considered and the range of potencies within the sample size. For example, a single data point can significantly alter the line of best fit. In addition, the precision of the assays is usually not taken into consideration when viewing assay results by correlation analysis. Thus, a correlation analysis alone is not sufficient to address all questions of agreement between two data sets.
Assay Agreement Analysis
The Bland-Altman plot allows for assessment of agreement analysis beyond the correlation analysis. 11 The Bland-Altman plot is a graph of the mean of the results from 2 assays plotted against the difference between the results, and these plots can also be used to illustrate the patterns of difference in results in a range of measurements, which combine both systematic and random errors. Several Bland-Altman plot scenarios were modeled using hypothetical data sets and are illustrated in Figure 3 . Figure 3A shows good agreement between 2 assays, where the data are almost identical as measured by each assay. The difference observed between the measurements of the 2 assays is small compared to the range of values being measured. Figure 3B illustrates assay agreement such that the difference in the results from each assay is significant (deviates from zero). However, there is a consistent and positive bias in the assay results obtained such that the results obtained in one assay are greater than those obtained in the other assay by a constant factor. The bias observed is constant, suggesting good precision with a systematic difference between the assays. Because assay results are directly tied to assay conditions, when assay conditions are changed, it is common that there might be a bias in the measurements toward one assay over the other. Although the 2 assays are not in perfect agreement with each other due to these systematic effects, it is still possible that the assays are in sufficient agreement such that one assay can replace the other. Figure 3C shows assay results that are scattered randomly and vary significantly around zero. This is observed when there is no agreement between the 2 assays or the precision of 1 or both assays is so poor that no agreement can be reasonably established. Figure 3D shows that there is bias toward 1 assay, but the magnitude of the variability in assay results over the potency range of the measurements suggests that the data sets cannot be compared.
Assay agreement analysis of results from assay I and assay II
In assessing assay agreement for assay I and assay II for SAR studies, we undertook the following approach. First, the results from the 2 assays were graphed in a scatter plot to visualize the correlation between the data obtained for assay I and assay II. Second, the results from the 2 assays and the results from the precision study were used to generate a Bland-Altman plot to quantify the actual agreement between the data sets obtained from assay I and assay II. The data obtained from the precision study (Table 1) were used to define 2SD agree from the mean, providing us with an objective expectation for the level of variability to expect when the data were graphed as a Bland-Altman plot. The data sets used in Figure  4 corresponded to analogues of a compound series, compound data set I.
The scatter plot (Fig. 4A ) showed a clear positive correlation between the results from the 2 assays. However, the data did not fall on the line of equivalence, indicating that there was bias in the measurements toward assay II. The line of equivalence is distinct from the line of best fit and corresponds to the line expected if the data from each assay were identical (i.e., the line x = y). The bias observed in Figure 4A indicates that a given potency measurement obtained from assay II is a lower number than the corresponding potency measurement obtained from assay I. The Bland-Altman plot shown in Figure 4B was used to quantify the bias between the 2 assays. There was a positive bias toward assay II, with a result difference of 1.38 (value is unitless due to the logarithmic transformation). In the Bland-Altman plot, data from the precision studies were used to calculate SD agree = 0.32, which defines the upper and lower limits of agreement as shown as lines drawn at 0.74 and 2.02 (Fig. 4B ). In this analysis, the majority of the data set (87%) falls within the limits shown. In theory, 95% of the values should fall within the upper and lower dotted lines of the Bland-Altman plot, which represents 2SD agree , to show statistical agreement. In practice, the acceptable range by the precision study is defined by wellcharacterized compounds, and test compounds might not behave as well as control compounds in both assays. Thus, the level of agreement (87% of data set within acceptable range) suggests that the agreement observed was acceptable within expectation of assays used for SAR.
The plot in Figure 4B shows that 1) the difference of the measurements is consistent between the 2 assays such that there are no observed potency trends and 2) the majority of the data falls within an acceptable range based on the precision data obtained (Table 1 such that data are within assay performance expectations. Therefore, the data are in agreement except for a constant bias. This finding indicates that either assay can be used to drive SAR provided that a factor is applied to compensate for the bias.
We performed an agreement analysis on a set of compounds (compound data set II), which are distinct chemical entities from the previous analysis (Fig. 5 ). In the precision analysis, we found that there was little difference between SD agree measured for different chemical entities ( Table 1 ). The scatter plot of the data generated by assay I and assay II for compound data set II (Fig. 5A ) showed a positive correlation between the assay results and a bias toward assay II in the potency values measured. When data corresponding to compound data set II was analyzed using a Bland-Altman plot (Fig. 5B) , acceptable agreement between the assays was observed. The majority of the data (~82%) from assay I and assay II fall within the limits of assay precision shown. A similar positive bias toward assay II was observed for compound data sets I and II. However, the bias was only 0.51 when evaluating analogues within this particular set of compounds (compound data set II) by assay I and assay II. In contrast, the bias was 1.38 across the chemical entities used for the initial analysis (compound data set I).
When the bias value obtained from the Bland-Altman plot was converted to a linear scale, the factor used to convert results from assay I to assay II was obtained. Conversion factors of 24 and 3 (i.e., 10 1.38 and 10 0.51 ) were obtained for compound data sets I and II, respectively. In general, data corresponding to compound data set I can be normalized from assay I to assay II by a factor of 24, and data corresponding to compound data set II can be normalized from assay I to assay II by a factor of 3.
Assay I and assay II differ in their mechanism of action of measuring the activity of ALK5. Assay I is an enzymatic kinase reaction and is dependent on the presence of ATP and kinase activity. Compounds that bind to the ATP-binding pocket and prevent ATP binding will interfere with the measurement of kinase activity. Assay II is a ligand displacement assay in which a tagged ligand known to bind to the ATP-binding pocket is displaced by the presence of test compounds that compete for binding the ATP-binding pocket. It is reasonable to anticipate that different compounds may have distinct potency profiles in these assays. The Bland-Altman plot was useful in quantifying the relationships of assay results from the different compound data sets during the course of lead optimization. This information aids assay result interpretation for SAR studies that use both assays to characterize multiple chemical entities.
CONCLUSION
We propose a general scheme for assay agreement analysis ( Fig. 1 ) that can be used to quantify the relationship between results generated by different assays against the same drug target. This scheme was identified by analyzing data sets generated for the purpose of SAR studies using 2 different assays against the target protein ALK5. The scheme allows for assessing agreement between assays, particularly when transitioning between SAR assays or replacing one assay with another.
The first step is to determine the precision of each assay. The precision should be calculated with 3 to 5 well-behaved compounds within the activity range of the assays. Compounds should represent different chemical series, if applicable. Compounds should not interfere with assays (color quenching, precipitation, etc.) and should be tested independently at least 5 times to determine the precision of the assays and SD agree . A pooled SD is used to normalize the variation of measurements in compound testing. There might be occasions in which it is not possible to use a pooled SD. For example, this might occur in early-stage projects in which there might not be more than 1 well-characterized and thus wellbehaved compound for a precision study. The range of acceptable precision should be defined, and if good precision is not achieved, further assay development might be needed to improve assay performance prior to evaluating assay agreement. Obtaining Z′ factors is an additional useful measure of assessing assay performance prior to initiating an assay agreement analysis.
The second step is to obtain and view data for the assay agreement analysis. Typically in an assay transfer, data for 1 assay is already available. Data are generated with the new assay on compounds selected to span the activity range common to both assays. Alternatively, compounds can be randomly chosen from a compound collection. After data are generated using both assays (i.e., IC 50 , K i ), the data are graphed in a scatter plot with one set of assay results plotted against the other set of assay results. The Bland-Altman plot is constructed by plotting the mean of results from 2 assays against the difference between the results. Information regarding the precision of assay measurements is also captured in the Bland-Altman plot. Although 2SD agree was chosen in our model system of ALK5 assay agreement analysis, the acceptance of assay agreement limits is a statistical question as well as a practical decision based on assay performance and other issues. Determining acceptance criteria for assay agreement should be made with the consideration of other factors, including but not limited to cost, assay sensitivity, and tolerance of false results.
The scheme presented here for assessing assay agreement analysis ( Fig. 1 ) provides for the quantitative measurement of the agreement between assays as well as a visual review of the data. This type of analysis will aid the interpretation of assay results by quantifying the extent of agreement between data sets and establishing confidence in assay measurements in drug discovery.
